Label-Free Dynamic Mass Redistribution and Bio-Impedance Methods for Drug Discovery.
Label-free biosensors are increasingly employed in drug discovery. Cell-based biosensors provide valuable insights into the biological consequences of exposing cells and tissues to chemical agents and the underlying molecular mechanisms associated with these effects. Optical biosensors based on the detection of dynamic mass redistribution (DMR) and impedance biosensors using cellular dielectric spectroscopy (CDS) capture changes of the cytoskeleton of living cells in real time. Because signal transduction correlates with changes in cell morphology, DMR and CDS biosensors are exquisitely suited for recording integrated cell responses in an unbiased, yet pathway-specific manner without the use of labels that may interfere with cell function. Described in this unit are several experimental approaches utilizing optical label-free system capturing dynamic mass redistribution (DMR) in living cells (Epic System) and an impedance-based CDS technology (CellKey). In addition, potential pitfalls associated with these assays and alternative approaches for overcoming such technical challenges are discussed. © 2017 by John Wiley & Sons, Inc.